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Survey background
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Calumet Conservation Needs Assessment
Survey Goals:
• Understand how to connect existing efforts and identify areas of opportunity for broader and positive
regional impact
• Understand the ways in which the Calumet Collaborative can best lend support to organizations for future
endeavors
Platform: Survey Monkey
Open: 7 weeks, mid July – early
September 2018
Length: 18 questions, 15
minute response time
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Distribution: e-Newsletter,
social media, email

Who we heard from
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46 responses from 35 organizations

14
Federal Land Management
Agencies
County Park/Rec Departments
City/Municipal Park Districts
Soil Conservation Districts
State DNRs
Forest Preserve Districts
Municipal Governments
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14
Environmental Advocacy Groups
Community Organizations
“Friends Of” Groups
Community Associations
Far South Community Development
Corporation

4
REI
Antero Group
Elevate Energy
Graf Tree Care and Resource
Management

3
Calumet College of St. Joseph
Field Museum
Urban Waters – NW Indiana

Counties represented
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Respondents work with a wide variety of
conservation partners
• 75 different responses for five most common partners.
• 98% answered the question.
• More than half indicated they work with at least five different partners.
• A few organizations tended to be frequent collaborators among a wide variety of common partners.
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There may be opportunities for greater
outreach to private sector partners
• 87 different responses for most common partners.
• 73% answered the question.
• More than half tended to collaborate with only three or fewer non-conservation organizations.
• Greater diversity in partner organizations; less reliability on well-known regional/national organizations.
• Overwhelming majority of non-conservation partners are state/local governments and non-profit
organizations.
• Only 9 private sector organizations were identified (1/3 of which are energy companies in NW Indiana).

How can the wide network of diverse public/non-profit partners be an asset for
conservation projects?
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Conservation Priorities
What are your organization’s conservation priorities?
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Other:
Climate Change & Climate Resilience, Urban Agriculture, Tree Cover & Native planting, Soil Health, Recreation
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Other (please
specify)

Challenges and solutions
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Lack of funding, resources, and staff capacity are
the biggest challenges
Not enough staff / capacity was ranked #1
challenge for conservation work

69% identified more funding would
help overcome conservation
challenges

45% want a stronger network of
partners that can help identify
resources, and lend
support and guidance
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However, many organizations said they could
help address funding and staff capacity
“We can offer partnership,
messaging, potential
funding, but the
opportunity has to come
with part of a focus on land
being available for
recreation”

“We're a funder, a land
owner, and a project
partner on a variety of
projects throughout the
region.”

“Happy to provide grant
writing workshops”
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“We offer technical advice
and leadership on
conservation issues and
collaborative conservation.”

“Can share staff and
equipment to serve
regional priorities”

Challenges also exist around communication,
connectedness, and awareness
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“Not aware of all
funding
opportunities”

“Need more partners
on grant applications”

“Local political leaders
may not be aware of
and support
conservation work”

“General lack of
awareness around
conservation efforts”

“We need a clearer
public discourse on
the value of
ecosystems for human
well-being”

“We should share
resources between
partner organizations”

Opportunity to connect partners and projects, provide access to tools
that increase capacity, and raise awareness of conservation work
Calumet Collaborative Role
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Other responses:
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Develop
toolboxes or
other
educational
resources for
conservation
work

Convene
meetings

Organize
trainings for
project
management

Advocate with local political leaders, Facilitate data sharing, Conservation ambassador program

Help manage
projects

Other (please
specify)

Challenges and potential solutions can be
grouped into 3 themes
Theme

Challenges

Potential Solutions

Funding &
Capacity

Lack of funding, capacity, and resources

Grant writing guide with workshops, and
include a funder’s perspective

Not aware of resources that address these
challenges

Connections Better access to conservation partners,
projects, and resources

Awareness
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Strategic grant application development
Expand the reach of the Conservation
workgroup

Want a network of conservation
professionals for guidance

Create partnerships to pursue common goals
for larger grant programs

Increase awareness of conservation efforts
for public and local political leaders

Unified strategy and messaging across
conservation communication efforts,
distributed by a single group

Case Study: Conservation Action Planning (CAP)
Funding &
Capacity
Connections

Awareness
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• Led the CAP process
• As a 501c3, able to write and apply for the
grant, and manage funds

• Convened Partners, quickly
• Group involved in the CAP process expanded
beyond the conservation work group

• Worked with partners to create a visual
report and fact sheets to communicate
strategies
• Wrote a news article on collaboration,
promoted on social media

